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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The past year has seen huge challenges surface in the accountancy 

industry, with firms forced overnight to adopt new working practices and 

deal with issues including migrating to the cloud and working from home.

In partnership with MyWorkPapers, Accountancy Age asked leading figures 

for their insights into how the industry has changed over the past 12 months 

and how it will evolve in the future. The majority believe that the pandemic 

served to speed up changes that were already in the pipeline, particularly 

when it comes down to working from home (WFH), with the cloud, or 

smart office, growing in prominence amid 

government-imposed lockdowns and 

likely to become a mainstay long after 

restrictions ease. The pandemic has forced 

accountancy firms to rethink how they 

manage their teams across the board. Up until recently, junior staff learnt 

key skills and grew in confidence with the assistance of senior colleagues 

in an office environment, but now must make do with remotely. Firms have 

also wrestled to maintain their company culture amid the upheaval and 

the adoption of accounting technology has become crucial in ensuring 

accountancy practices continue to operate smoothly in this new normal. 

Accountancy Age surveyed and interviewed leading figures across the 

sector, from smaller firms to large incumbents, as well as industry bodies and 

other key stakeholders. What emerged was a story full of challenges, but 

also hope, with the pandemic serving as a catalyst for change, bringing with 

it new opportunities, especially for those firms who have adapted quickly.  

“the adoption of accounting 
technology has become crucial 

in ensuring accountancy 
practices continue to operate 
smoothly in this new normal.”
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KEY FINDINGS: 

•  The migration to the cloud was already well under way before the 

pandemic began, but the crisis served to rapidly accelerate this trend: 

Before the outbreak, a l itt le over 21 percent of those surveyed by 

Accountancy Age said that the majority of their infrastructure (76 to 100 

percent) was on the cloud. However, by the end of 2021, that figure will 

more than double to over 48 percent.

•  The survey highlighted the impact the pandemic has had on mental 

health. The greatest concern cited by firms amid the crisis was 

employee isolation and anxiety levels increasing, while managing the 

work of junior colleagues and new recruits was also a key challenge.

• Over half of the respondents voiced concerns over the loss of fee 

income, although this was also seen as an area with the potential for 

growth as the economy recovers.

•  Improved communication was key across all areas, both internally and 

externally. Respondents also cited the importance of staying touch with 

staff and clients, as well as keeping up to speed with clients’ use of new 

technologies and cloud-based accounting solutions.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

“The migration to the cloud 
was already well under way 

before the pandemic began, 
but the crisis served to 

rapidly accelerate this trend.”
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TECHNOLOGY AND THE NEW “NORMAL”

TECHNOLOGY AND THE 
NEW “NORMAL”

When the pandemic hit, the vast majority of employees across the 

accountancy industry were sent home, giving rise to a new set of concerns 

that senior managers have had to deal with.  Mental health was a priority, 

with worries over isolation and anxiety among staff heightened, while 

managing the work of junior staff, the erosion of company culture, the lack 

of client-facing time, stretched resources and the provision of training 

were also major areas of concern for firms. 

To address these issues, firms held enhanced training sessions online, 

instigated social gatherings to foster feelings of inclusion and even 

provided some light relief for employees who were not only working from 

home but in many cases responsible for childcare and home schooling too. 

None of these initiatives would be possible without technology, however. 

“The lack of camaraderie that you find in an office was the biggest 

challenge,” says Chris Horne, deputy CEO of Azets, a firm with over 6,500 

people across its global network.  “We were concerned about managing 

junior staff, but we have a dedicated learning and development team, 

which manage people early in their careers. 
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“There are webinars and, in some ways, it is actually easier to deal with 

people in different countries in virtual meetings rather than face to face. 

We have maintained lots of contact digitally and we run virtual children’s 

parties – we recently had about a thousand children watching a magician. 

We also organise hangouts for people, where they can communicate.”

However, one clear divide emerged among staff, based on where an 

individual was in their career. It was generally felt that the more senior 

a person, the less it mattered whether they were in the office or not, 

because they already knew and understood their role. 

TECHNOLOGY AND THE 
NEW “NORMAL”

TECHNOLOGY AND THE NEW “NORMAL”

Please select your biggest concerns for your colleagues and 
staff in 2021, given the rise of the working from home culture.

Isolation and anxiety levels increasing

Managing the work of junior staff

Lack of client-facing time

Loss of the firm’s culture

Stretched resources

The provision of training

Other

74

52

52

45

42

29

5
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But junior staff, who were just starting out, needed far more guidance and 

in the brief periods between lockdowns, when only l imited numbers were 

allowed back to the office, they were priorit ised. 

But even when the world returns to “normal” working practices at 

accountancy firms are unlikely to revert, with many firms adopting a policy 

of WFA – working from anywhere.

“It is better when there is a work/life balance,” says Rob Donaldson, CEO 

of RSM. “Many people are not going to want to spend a fortune travelling 

to work, but equally, that 90 minutes commuting is not always wasted. 

It can provide a space for getting ready to work or decompression 

afterwards. Working alone is also not always good and there can be issues 

involving childcare and flat shares – in the future it may be a hybrid.” 

TECHNOLOGY AND THE 
NEW “NORMAL”

TECHNOLOGY AND THE NEW “NORMAL”
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MENTAL HEALTH AND 
WORKING FLEXIBLY

The pandemic has heightened awareness of mental health and become 

a priority for businesses, according to many surveyed, with good 

communication and investment in relevant software being one way for 

firms to mitigate the impact of working in isolation. 

MENTAL HEALTH AND WORKING FLEXIBLY

How do you plan to mitigate staffing concerns in 2021?

Focus on improving our internal communications 

Focus on improving our internal processes and procedures 

Invest in how we attract and retain staff 

Other

35.80%

40.60%

16.00%

7.50%

“We have a VAT group, a tax group and people can just drop in,” 

says Sarah Squires, partner of Midgley Snelling, on the importance of 

applications like Microsoft Teams. “They have replaced group discussions 

in offices.” 
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MENTAL HEALTH AND 
WORKING FLEXIBLY

Other issues have arisen too, such as whether it is acceptable to send 

emails to clients out of office hours. Many accountancy firms are finding 

themselves tackling internal processes and procedures that had simply 

never been on their radar prior to the pandemic. 

Attracting and retaining staff remains crucial in growing a firm and 

maintaining its reputation. Employees are demanding a far greater degree 

of flexibil ity at work than ever before.  

“Working from home was going to happen 

anyway; it was the direction of travel,” says 

Amanda Digne-Malcolm, director of practice 

at the Institute of Chartered Accountants in 

England and Wales (ICAEW). “Five years ago, 

this came up when we were examining trends. But attracting and retaining 

staff is more crucial than ever, because there are currently not enough 

people to deliver the work firms are asking them to do. Sustainability and 

diversity are two more key areas firms must tackle.” 

MENTAL HEALTH AND WORKING FLEXIBLY

“Firms with the foresight to 
invest heavily in accounting 

technology have not only 
survived but prospered over 

the past 12 months.”
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VALUE ADDED TECH

Firms with the foresight to invest heavily in accounting technology have 

not only survived but prospered over the past 12 months and will have 

a substantial advantage moving forward. After all , technology is helping 

firms address two of their greatest concerns: improving internal and 

external communication and standardising/streamlining processes and 

workflow. Furthermore, the ability of technology to increasingly automate 

various functions and tasks means that firms can move away from basic 

bookkeeping and focus on offering advisory services that add additional 

value to the accountant/client relationship.

“These findings resonate with us a lot,” says Kathryn Wellum Kent, director 

of Monahans. “We are standardising our processes and workflow and 

looking at how the technology we use drives workflow forward through the 

team in the most efficient way.  

VALUE ADDED TECH

Please select your top three tech priorities for 2021

Standardising/streamlining processes and workflow

Improving internal and external communication

Cloud software integration

Visibil ity across workflows

Better security

82

81

48

48

39
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I t makes it easier to see where work is, what needs to happen to it to 

move it to the next stage and who is responsible for it . And as people are 

working from different locations, this is important.”

Rob Case, partner at Randall & Payne, agrees: “The efficiency of the 

workflow leads to greater productivity,” he says. “At the moment we’re 

using all sorts of different portals to different clients and we want 

consistent fi les throughout. We want to know where the data is stored, how 

to communicate with the client and to avoid repetition. We want to make 

sure the job is efficient and the data is secure.” 

Of course, improving communications and standardising processes also 

adds to overall stabil ity which every firm is seeking amid all the upheaval. 

“We already use one messaging service internally and we’re seeing if we 

can replicate that externally,” says Daniel Crowther, director of Thorne 

Widgery. “We are remaining at the forefront of new technology.” 

VALUE ADDED TECH

VALUE ADDED TECH

“The efficiency of the 
workflow leads to greater 
productivity… We want to 

make sure the job is efficient 
and the data is secure.”
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INVESTMENT IN CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE RISES

Crowther estimates that about 70 percent of his firm’s infrastructure is on the 

cloud – something that predates the pandemic. As such, he was not surprised 

to see other firms’ eagerness to migrate more of their infrastructure to the 

cloud over the past 12 months. 

Before the pandemic, over 32 per cent of firms surveyed had only a little 

or none (0 to 25 percent) of their infrastructure on the cloud; asked what 

percentage they hoped to migrate to the cloud by the end of 2021, only a little 

over five percent cited the same figure. Equally, at the start of the outbreak, 

just 21 percent of firms said that the majority (76 to 100 percent) of their 

infrastructure was on the cloud. But by the end of 2021, that figure is expected 

to more than double to over 48 percent.

Those figures are of little surprise to anyone, however. 

“Before the pandemic, we were already moving to the cloud or the smart 

office,” Crowther says. “We had about 35 percent of our infrastructure on the 

cloud beforehand and now it’s about 70 percent due to working from home – 

software is doing what the bookkeeper used to do.”  

INVESTMENT IN CLOUD 
INFRASTRUCTURE RISES

What percentage of your infrastructure was on the cloud at 
the beginning of the pandemic?

0 25% 50% 75% 100%

32.10% 27.40% 18.90% 21.70%
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Crowther also says that much of his firm’s infrastructure was already on the 

cloud but what has changed is how the firm uses it. This, of course, involves 

working from home, and using the technology for collaboration and training. 

“This is the journey we are on and we would not buy software that is not 

capable of being on the cloud,” says Malcolm Gomersall chief operating officer 

at Grant Thornton.

But Chris Knowles, chief digital officer at RSM Donaldson, is keen to 

emphasise the importance of data privacy, especially in a world where so many 

firms are operating with a hybrid structure – part-cloud and part on-premises. 

“At RSM we are investing in a proprietary data platform built on Microsoft Azure 

and applying advanced data analytics through leading-edge software,” he 

says. “We are already seeing significant benefits to our clients.  Data protection 

and security will always be a far higher priority to us than using the cloud for its 

own sake, however we view this as a great example of how we can leverage 

digital technology to deliver enhanced value and insights to our clients.”  

INVESTMENT IN CLOUD 
INFRASTRUCTURE RISES

INVESTMENT IN CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE RISES

What percentage of your infrastructure do you hope to be 
on the cloud by the end of 2021?

0 25% 50% 75% 100%

5.70% 17.90% 28.30% 48.10%
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HARNESSING TECH TO NAVIGATE HEADWINDS

HARNESSING TECH TO 
NAVIGATE HEADWINDS

Although the survey found that the potential  loss of fee income, due 

either to cl ient insolvency or the request for reduced fees was the 

highest concern, with the majori ty of respondents (over 55 percent) 

ci t ing i t ,  not everyone in the industry fel t  i t  was the biggest issue  

at hand. 

“When businesses fai l ,  i t  is a concern,” says Digne-Malcolm. “But there is 

a high level of work out there exacerbated by the pandemic and changes 

in regulat ion make i t  even tougher.” 

Indeed, those regulatory changes and HMRC’s Making Tax Digital 

ini t iat ive, came in as the second greatest worry,  with a l i t t le under half 

(47 percent)  of f i rms cit ing i t .

Donaldson acknowledges that a potential  loss of fee income is a 

concern, but says that to combat i t ,  the best way forward is to stress the 

importance of digital  ski l ls .  

“We are rol l ing out a bespoke curr iculum for trainees and digital  ski l ls 

feature highly on i t ,”  he says. “That is the future of the profession, not 

just concentrat ing on audit ing and tax advice.”  
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HARNESSING TECH TO 
NAVIGATE HEADWINDS

Ult imately,  as f i rms address the issues facing them in 2021,  and for 

al l  the havoc the pandemic has caused, there is a note of optimism 

about the path ahead. Fee income, the generat ion gap and harnessing 

technology are al l  issues, but as in so many other industr ies, 

accountancy is accelerat ing i ts digital  t ransformation and innovating to 

navigate the myriad of headwinds ahead.  Compliance and regulat ion 

remain major concerns, but the increased use of technology is 

simpl i fy ing processes and cutt ing out room for error – improving 

eff ic iency and adding value to the cl ient/accountant relat ionship.

There is also the real isat ion that i t  is not only accountancy f i rms that are 

adopting cloud and other new technologies, but cl ients too. 

HARNESSING TECH TO NAVIGATE HEADWINDS

Loss of fee income (client insolvencies or request for reduced fees) 

Increased compliance and regulation 

The generation gap - can we attract, retain and train the next generation 

Technology - are clients adopting it faster than we are? 

Other 

55.70%

47.20%

25.50%

39.60%

11.30%

What are your top two practice concerns for 2021?
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HARNESSING TECH TO NAVIGATE HEADWINDS

HARNESSING TECH TO 
NAVIGATE HEADWINDS

Both accountants and the businesses they service have had the same 

issues to contend with:  moving from off ice to home working, along with 

the adoption of technology that requires to faci l i tate this new normal. 

The pandemic has brought tremendous upheaval but also created an 

opportunity by giving the industry what one person referred to as “a big 

old shake”.  Right ly or wrongly the accountancy profession is sometimes 

perceived as occasional ly old fashioned; whi le this may not actual ly be 

the case, this is an opportunity to showcase how much i t  has changed. 

“The pandemic has exacerbated trends that are already happening,” says 

Gomersal l .  “ I t  has brought home to roost inclusivi ty in meetings. In an 

off ice, the person with the loudest voice won the argument.  Now, using 

Microsoft  Teams, people have to put their  hands up and can make their 

case. I t  has highl ighted the need for diversi ty.  I t  has been a dif f icult  t ime, 

but posit ives have come out.”   


